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The NBA Encyclopedia Aug 06 2020 Alongside both historic and recent photographs, readers will learn about
each NBA team's history, greatest seasons, greatest players, and team records. In addition, the book
offers an in-depth introduction about the sport's history, a section on star players, and information on
the statistical leaders in various categories. Features include a glossary, additional resources, and an
index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Reference is an imprint
of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Big-Time Basketball Records Nov 01 2022 "SWISH! Little excites basketball fans more than when a player
hits nothing but net-except when that sweet shot sets a new record! Behind every big-time basketball
record is a dramatic story of how a player or team achieved greatness on the court. From the greatest
three-point shooters to the winningest teams of all time, here are the record-setting moments that will
keep basketball fans turning the page for more"-Greatest Sports Heroes of All Times Aug 18 2021 Hold it! You really think we can come up with 50
greatest sports heroes? Well, we can and we have. Our heroes are not simply limited to the most popular
spectator sports. On occasion our heroes go back several generations, not just to the names in the papers
or the sports talk shows. Who are they? Well, certainly Jordan, Woods and Ming...but are you old enough
to remember Max Schmeling or George Best? There are a lot more where they come from...skiers, cyclists,
golfers and runners-all the best and more. What did they do and why are they great? The book offers: a
quick, personal biography of each of our famous athletes; summary statistics of some of the most
important successes; the good, the bad and the ugly of their sports careers; why these individuals went
on to influence their sport; and trivia questions to challenge your knowledge and more.
Great African-American Men in America history vol II Mar 01 2020
Sports in America from Colonial Times to the Twenty-First Century: An Encyclopedia Feb 21 2022 Provides
practical help for the day-to-day concerns that keep managers awake at night. This book aims to fill the
gap between the legal and policy issues that are the mainstay of human resources and supervision courses
and the real-world needs of managers as they attempt to cope with the human side of their jobs.
Why Africa? Sep 18 2021 Why Africa? an abstract first painted in 1993 and reproduced in collage in 2004,
is variously described by his admirers as an emotional revelation. The work depicts the African question
problems and prospects including political instability, corruption, and poverty in the midst of rich
natural and human resources. Thus, Why Africa? inspired him to write a book on the subject, applying his
creativity with a unique perspective on the African case. Bona has written one book (unpublished) titled:
The Ancient and Modern (1992) a story on Urualla, his ancestral origin in Nigeria.
Team Work Jun 15 2021 Basketball was originally designed to be a team game, but today’s players are
growing up in a culture that focuses on the individual. In Teamwork, Mike Huff calls coaches and athletes
to return to basketball’s essence, by focusing on The 7 Essentials of Teamwork: communication,
leadership, humility, roles, team spirit, a winning attitude, and collective responsibility. The lessons
in this book will enable coaches to teach life lessons that help players become winners on and off the
court.
The Sports Hall of Fame Encyclopedia Oct 08 2020 Provides a comprehensive listing, including

biographical information and statistics, of each athlete inducted into one of the major sports halls of
fame.
The Sporting News Official NBA Guide, 1991-1992 May 27 2022
Boston Celtics Encyclopedia Sep 26 2019
Basketball Super Stats May 03 2020 Which NBA player has the worst free-throw percentage? Which teams
have the best winning record? Filled with charts, graphs, and vivid photos, this book covers some of the
most important and interesting NBA statistics throughout history.
American Sports: A History of Icons, Idols, and Ideas [4 volumes] Jul 05 2020 America loves sports. This
book examines and details the proof of this fascination seen throughout American society—in our
literature, film, and music; our clothing and food; and the iconography of the nation.
Big-Time Basketball Records Oct 20 2021 SWISH! Little excites basketball fans more than when a player
hits nothing but net--except when that sweet shot sets a new record! Behind every big-time basketball
record is a dramatic story of how a player or team achieved greatness on the court. From the greatest
three-point shooters to the winningest teams of all time, here are the record-setting moments that will
keep basketball fans turning the page for more.
Out of the Shadows Dec 30 2019 The original essays in this comprehensive collection examine the lives
and sports of famous and not-so-famous African American male and female athletes from the nineteenth
century to today. Here are twenty insightful biographies that furnish perspectives on the changing status
of these athletes and how these changes mirrored the transformation of sports, American society, and
civil rights legislation. Some of the athletes discussed include Marshall Taylor (bicycling), William
Henry Lewis (football), Jack Johnson, Satchel Paige, Jesse Owens, Joe Lewis, Alice Coachman (track and
field), Althea Gibson (tennis), Wilma Rudolph, Bill Russell, Jim Brown, Arthur Ashe, Michael Jordan,
Tiger Woods, and Venus and Serena Williams.
Basketball's Most Wanted Sep 06 2020 All-American George Glamack was known as the Blind Bomber because
his eyesight was so poor that he couldnOCOt see the basket. Bobby Bailey once fouled out of a game in
three minutes. The first professional basketball player, Fred Cooper, earned sixteen dollars per game.
Swedish player Mats Wermelin scored all 272 points in a game. Boston Celtics coach Red Auerbach punched
out the owner of the St. Louis Hawks prior to a game. Dennis Rodman dressed like a bride for his book
signing. Wilt Chamberlain, who scored 100 points in an NBA game, claimed to have had 20,000 lovers. The
1936 Olympic basketball gold medal game was played on a muddy court during a driving rainstorm. Former
vice president Al Gore played college basketball at Harvard. Basketball's Most WantedOao chronicles 700
of the most outlandish players, coaches, and fans in basketball history. Its seventy lists describe in
humorous detail basketballOCOs top-ten worst shooters, strangest plays, bizarre nicknames, politicians
who played, little-known records, unlikely NBA teams, and more."
Pro Basketball's All-time All-stars Jul 29 2022 Examines the best professional basketball players from
each of the five distinct periods and ranks the five greatest players at each position throughout the
history of the game.
Jet Nov 20 2021 The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
Official NBA Guide Aug 30 2022
The Sporting News Official NBA Guide, 1988-89 Dec 10 2020
The Official NBA Basketball Encyclopedia Apr 01 2020 Features stats for players in the NBA and ABA,
official NBA rules, and information on the league, the teams, and the coaches
Guinness World Records Gamer's Edition 2016 Nov 28 2019 The bestselling videogames annual is back!
Bursting with mind-blowing records and tantalizing trivia, the Guinness World Records 2016: Gamer’s
Edition is a must-have for any gaming fan. Whether you’re all about the latest first-person shooter, an
app aficionado, an MMO master, or a die-hard retro gamer, you’ll find show-stopping records, top 10
roundups, quick-fire facts and stats, and hundreds of amazing new images from all your favorite games.
What’s more, brand new for this year’s book is a dedicated section just for Minecraft fans, with a megashowcase of the greatest construction records, in-game tips and lots more blocky goodness. Plus, discover
which tech milestones have been smashed in the last year – in both software and hardware, get all the
insider secrets from industry experts, and marvel at the players who have leveled up to the very top of
the leaderboards. Think you can challenge the current champions? Look inside to see how to break your
very own record! Guinness World Records: Gamer’s Editions have sold a whopping 3+ million copies. Find
out for yourself why it’s a game-changer!
hoop Mar 25 2022 "Those of us who have tested gravity under a hoop know its mystical properties. Robin
Layton, as I would have expected, has turned this staple of Americana into a gorgeous art form." —George
Vecsey, The New York Times "This book provides such inspiration. With just a ball and hoop you are on
your way to fulfilling your dreams. Robin Layton illustrates the magic and purity of our game with her
amazing photos." —Gary Payton, Basketball Hall of Famer From urban playgrounds to small-town alleyways
and windswept barnyards, basketball is a universal American experience and worldwide cultural touchstone.
Renowned photojournalist Robin Layton captures that shared community, as well as the diversity and
astonishing beauty surrounding this simple iron ring in hoop: the american dream, a loving look at
basketball at its most elemental level: the basketball hoop. hoop includes approximately 100 stunning
photographs of a wide variety of American hoops, from humble garage and street courts around the country
to the open-air White House court. Layton's photographs offer a breathtaking view of the weathered
dreams, fading memories, and future glories hanging from solitary backboards around the country. Layton's
hoops include the childhood baskets of celebrated players such as Shaquille O'Neal, Larry Bird, LeBron
James, Sue Bird, and more documenting the altars upon which they laid their dreams, honed their skills,
and made a first splash in the game. Robin has photographed basketball shrines such as New York's Rucker

Park playground and tiny Milan High (the real-life underdog school that inspired the movie Hoosiers).
Many of the large-format images are accompanied by personal quotes from coaches and players, past and
present, about the game of basketball and the significance of particular hoops in their lives, notably
Mike Krzyzewski, Robin Roberts, Gary Payton, Danny Manning, and Rebecca Lobo among others. hoop: the
american dream is not just another book about basketball, nor is it another roundup of action photos. It
is an artful portrait of an American institution and a poignant vision of an American landscape for
anyone passionate about the sport. This book is dedicated to Pat Summitt and the Boy & Girls Clubs of
America. "Robin Layton, through her photography, quite literally achieves the goal of capturing the
essence of the game." —Hannah Storm, ESPN "Robin Layton brings us a beautiful, pebble-grained
planet—basketball in all its settings, from schoolyard to barnyard to graveyard. A gorgeous book." —Steve
Rushin, Sports Illustrated "You should lace 'em up before opening the book, because you'll be eager to
play after you do." —Rebecca Lobo, ESPN
Enhancing Performance and Reducing Stress in Sports: Technological Advances Sep 30 2022 This book is
designed to help athletes and individuals interested in high sports performance in their journey towards
the perfection of human sports abilities and achievements. It has two main goals: accelerating the
acquisition of motor skills and preparing and vigilantly reducing the recovery time after training and
competition. The Diamond Sports Protocol (DSP) presents state-of-the-art techniques for current sport and
health technologies, particularly neuromuscular electrical stimulation (Sports Wave), oxygen infusion
(Oxy Sports), infrared (Sports Infrared Dome) and lactic acid cleaning (Turbo Sports). The book suggest
DSP as an essential part of every future athlete's training, competition and health maintenance. The book
is for everyone interested in superior sports performance, fast and effective rehabilitation from
training and competition and sports injury prevention.
LeBron James: A Biography Mar 13 2021 ABOUT THE BOOK Basketball star LeBron James is, at age 27, one of
the most famous and celebrated athletes of his generation. Even casual sports fans (and a fair number of
non-sports fans) are kept abreast of the latest successes and failures of “King James” and the Miami
Heat, thanks to 24-7 media saturation. James is also amongst the most endorsed athletes in sports; his
prominent partnerships include Nike, McDonald’s, and Sprite. Pegged as a future superstar at a very early
age, James came into the NBA as a hometown hero, drafted by the Cleveland Cavaliers. Somehow, he lived up
to the incredible hype, leading the Cavaliers through the most successful period in their franchise
history, including a trip to the 2007 NBA Finals, where they were defeated in four games by the San
Antonio Spurs. After the 2009-10 season, James’ contact with the Cavaliers ended and he became a free
agent. James began free agency as one of the most popular basketball players in the world. By the time he
had made his decision to leave Cleveland and sign with the Miami Heat - a speech he made public on a muchlampooned ESPN special called “The Decision” - he completed an unlikely transformation into one of the
most divisive figures in pro sports. By teaming up with fellow All-Stars Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh,
James set a precedent that would cause ripple effects across the NBA that continue to this day. MEET THE
AUTHOR Adam McKibbin's work has appeared in a wide variety of magazines and websites, including The
Nation, the Chicago Tribune, AlterNet, Paste and Punk Planet. He's worked in web editorial and social
media management for years, and is a seasoned interviewer whose favorite subjects include David Lynch,
Tori Amos and human rights journalist Mac McClelland. He studied creative writing at the University of
Wisconsin and received the Award for Academic Excellence for his collected fiction. He's currently
working on his first nonfiction book. Adam lives in Los Angeles with his wife and daughter, and can be
found on Twitter at @TheRedAlert. EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK LeBron James was born in Akron, Ohio, on December
30, 1984. His mother, Gloria, was a 16-year-old single mother. Just between the ages of 5 and 8, LeBron
moved into 12 different homes with his mother, often in tough, dangerous neighborhoods (New York Times,
An N.B.A. Giant and How He Grew). Even by that point, at such a young age, it began to seem possible that
basketball would be a way out (although some have speculated that James could have also pursued a career
in professional football if he’d so desired). James dominated the youth circuit and by junior high had
already formed a tight-knit group of friends/teammates: The Fab Four. They made their decisions together,
and so it was that they all wound up at the largely white St. Vincent-St. Mary High School, where they
would join forces with Romeo Travis and become the Fab Five. Even this decision wasn’t without
controversy. “To many in Akron’s black community, we were now traitors who had sold out to the white
establishment,” James wrote in his memoir (Shooting Stars, co-written by Friday Night Lights author Buzz
Bissinger). Buy a copy to keep reading!
The Sports Hall of Fame Encyclopedia Nov 08 2020 In 1936, the Baseball Hall of Fame was established to
honor the legends of the sport. The first inductees were some of the greatest names of the dugout,
including Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth. Less than ten years later, in 1945, the Hockey Hall of Fame inducted its
first members. The Soccer Hall of Fame was established in 1950, followed by the Basketball Hall of Fame
in 1959, and the Football Hall of Fame in 1963. In all, more than 1,400 inductees—players, teams, and
behind the scenes personnel—have been enshrined in these five halls of fame. The Sports Hall of Fame
Encyclopedia is a comprehensive listing of each inductee elected into one or more of these major sports
halls of fame. From Hank Aaron to Fred Zollner, this book contains biographical information, sport and
position(s) played, and career statistics (when applicable) of each of the more than 1,400 honorees. The
book also includes specific appendixes for each shrine, in which inductees are listed alphabetically and
by year of induction. Also included are appendixes briefly describing the history of each hall of fame.
Congressional Record Dec 22 2021
Minnesota Timberwolves Jun 23 2019 The Inside the NBA series gives readers an inside look at the
basketball teams that make up the National Basketball Association. Each team’s history, uniforms,
accomplishments, equipment, key players, coaches, and much more are covered in detail in this exciting

series. Sports fans will love the brilliant photographs and fun facts of the Inside the NBA series. Each
AV2 media enhanced book is a unique combination of a printed book and exciting online content that brings
the book to life. Readers can access embedded weblinks, audio and video clips, activities, and other
features, such as a slide show, matching word activity, and quiz.
Basketball Math Jan 23 2022 Young basketball fans apply their math skills to gain new insight into a
sport they enjoy. Reproducible handouts challenge students to collect and analyze statistics on their
favorite players and teams, calculating field-goal percentages and figuring point differentials as
motivation to practice skills involving whole numbers, decimals, percents, fractions, analysis of
statistics, and interpretation of charts and graphs. Most statistics are provided in the book; a few
activities require looking up statistics in the newspaper or online. Answer key. Illustrated. Good Year
Books. 118 pages. Third Edition.
Record Breakers! Feb 09 2021 What is the world's longest-living creature? Who was the first person to
reach the bottom of the ocean? Where is the longest train route? This ebook includes amazing facts about
people, animals, Earth, and space, and brings you the first, fastest, longest, largest, biggest, and best
records in the world! Track the longest shark migration (20,000 km/12,400 miles); visit the coolest place
on the planet (Vostok Station, Antarctica: a chilling -89.2oC/-128.6oF); see how plane pioneer Chuck
Yeager first broke the sound barrier, and much more. Discover the greatest human achievements, from
pioneering inventors to modern feats of engineering, transport, technology, and sport. But there's far
more than just people power in this ebook, there are also records about animals, plants, and our amazing
natural world. Find out all about the best of everything in Record Breakers - an entertaining and
educational ebook that the whole family can enjoy.
Journal of Research, National Bureau of Standards Apr 13 2021
Official Guide Oct 27 2019
Sporting News Official NBA Guide, 1990-1991 Jun 27 2022
Journal of Research May 15 2021
Pro Basketball Statistics Aug 25 2019 Almost since James Naismith nailed up the first peach basket in a
Springfield, Massachusetts gym, professional basketball has existed in some form. Here is a comprehensive
statistical look at the pro game, from the early barnstorming days to the modern era.Exhaustive team
league records include scoring leaders, chronology of each professional league, season records, and
playoff records. Individual entries on the game's greats provide game-by-game and season-by-season
statistical analyses, career marks, awards won and biographical information. Also highlighted are some of
the most memorable games and seasons in the sport's history.
40 Greatest Players in Boston Celtics Basketball History Apr 25 2022 Along with the Boston Red Sox and
the New England Patriots, both of which have been the subject of “50 Greatest” treatments by Bob Cohen,
the Boston Celtics is one of the most iconic professional basketball teams, representing a multi-state
region rather than just a city or state. Some of the sport’s greatest played for the Celtics: Bill
Russell in the 1950s, John Havlicek in the 70s, Larry Bird, Kevin McHale, and Robert Parrish in the 80s,
and recently Paul Pierce, Ray Allen, and Kevin Garnett. Sports historian Robert W. Cohen has chosen the
best to ever wear the uniform, and he provides a short biographical profile, key stats, and details about
each players exploits on the court.
Race and Ethnicity in America: From Pre-contact to the Present [4 volumes] Jul 17 2021 Divided into four
volumes, Race and Ethnicity in America provides a complete overview of the history of racial and ethnic
relations in America, from pre-contact to the present. Contextualizes the political experiences and
contributions of minorities within American politics, society, and culture Includes people of color
(e.g., African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and American Indians), those of mixed races, and ethnic groups
that experienced minority status in politics, particularly in the 19th century (e.g., Irish, Jewish,
Italian) Features chronological organization as well as a historical overview and timeline for contextual
understanding and ease of reference Comprises A–Z entries that detail the political, social, and cultural
histories of racial and ethnic minority groups, and concludes with a curated selection of key primary
source documents Provides cross-disciplinary information that explores the experiences of racial and
ethnic minorities in America over a period of five hundred years through history and social studies,
political science, and ethnic studies
Official NBA Guide Jan 29 2020 This guide includes a 1994-95 season rundown, plus front-line
directories, rosters, and schedules for the 1995-96 season. Also found here are historical facts on the
top NBA players of all time and the official NBA record book, which covers records set in the regular
season, All-Star games, playoffs, and Finals. 150 photos.
Basketball's Greatest Records Jan 11 2021 Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored 38,387 points during his
professional basketball career! Readers discover this and many other fascinating facts as they explore
the history of basketball and its most impressive records. From points to blocks, the fundamentals of the
sport are explained in a creative way—through the players who were the best at each aspect of the game.
Engaging photographs accompany informative text about both men’s and women’s basketball, and stat boxes
help readers learn to use charts to compare information. Biographies of the game’s most famous players
are also included.
Guinness World Records Gamer's Edition 2015 Ebook Jun 03 2020 Now in its eighth edition, Guinness World
Records Gamer’s Edition 2015 Ebook is the ultimate guide for videogame lovers, perfect for reading on
smart devices on the go. Whether you’re an avid fan of platformers, shooters, MMOs or racing games,
there’s something for everyone, including interviews with industry experts, handy in-game tips and, of
course, hundreds of amazing new records. In this year’s Gamer’s Edition, the book features a countdown of
the top 50 videogames of all time, based on our readers’ poll. Be sure to check out where your favourite

games rank. Also get the lowdown on all the latest hardware developments, from next-gen virtual-reality
peripherals like Oculus Rift and Project Morpheus to who’s the reigning champion in the battle of the
eighth-gen consoles: PlayStation 4 or Xbox One – place your bets now! But the Gamer’s Edition isn’t all
about the games and consoles – it’s also a showcase of the most dedicated gamers in the world. Meet the
chart-topping players who have completed games the quickest, earned the most points or collected the most
memorabilia. Maybe they’ll inspire you to break a gaming record of your own…
The Mythology of Kobe Bryant Jul 25 2019 Adams defines the mythology of Kobe Bryant as the ways and
means in which Kobe’s inspirational greatness transcended the culture of sport and the ever-changing
context of human existence as we know it. Here the mythological greatness of Kobe Bryant, in life and
death, leaves creative space for a knowledgeable interpretation of what made Kobe, to borrow the word of
LeBron James, immortal. Whether it was founded in the unfathomable amount of work that Kobe put into
improving his basketball game from one year to the next or the creation of the Mamba Mentality that
enabled him to teach others how to grow into the best version of themselves, the symbiotic totality of
Kobe’s ability to be great while inspiring others is worth celebrating. Utilizing biblical studies and
theological reflections, this new volume presents Kobe Bryant as an imperfect human being. Through
statistical facts, descriptive narratives, and historical analyses, this book also presents a detailed
argument as to why Bryant is the greatest basketball player ever. Kobe’s Mamba Mentality gives a thick
description of his inner drive and his outer thoughts for the purpose of unpacking the contours of Kobe’s
life as a family man, businessman, leader, and professional athlete.
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